For what?
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An Internet website for what purpose?

A tool open to the architect-teacher duo; a catalyst for the activities they undertake together in class.

The website contributes to the generalization of architecture educational activities for today’s students who will be tomorrow’s citizens.

The strength of this main objective:

- It improves the awareness of 20th and 21st century architecture based on the architect/teacher duo;
- It makes known the multiplicity of architecture educational activities already undertaken and projected, as well as training courses for architecture and education professionals; and
- It brings to light networks, possible contacts and favours exchanges between professionals.

It is a resource of mutual, multi-partnership enrichment that encourages exchanges.

It will gather together architecture awareness professionals:
Architecture Centres and the Architecture Centre Network, National and Regional Councils of the Ordre des Architectes, Conseil d’Architecture, d’Urbanisme et de l’Environnement (CAUE) National Federation and local CAUE, regional cultural action departments and the Ministry of Culture and Communication, primary and secondary schools, local education authorities and the Ministry of Education, schools of architecture, the Cité d’Architecture, associations and organizations that diffuse architectural culture, etc.